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Who are we?

+ Human beings

+ Independent Network security researchers

+ raWPacket, HITB and Malaysia Honeynet 
   Chapter members



  

Lies(booshit)

+ Hacker Safe

+ Hacker Proof

+ Unbreakable

They should be read as -



  

Truth

+ It is safe to hack

+ There's no proof

+ You don't have to break it, it's already broken

Hence prevention eventually fail ... (When we say fail, it 
doesn't your network is compromised, but bounded to a 
certain level of risk)



  

Defensive Security
Revision



  

Threats
Party with the capabilities and intentions to exploit a 
vulnerabilities in an asset

Two type of threats
Unstructured threat - lack of methodologies , money and 
objective. It normally consists of crackers, script kiddies 
and worms. Their target is mostly target of opportunity

Structured threat - adversaries with formal methodology, 
a financial sponsored, and a defined objective. It 
normally consists of economy spies, organized criminals, 
terrorists, intelligent agencies. Their target is mostly 
target of interest.



  

Perimeter Devices

+ Firewall

+ Network Intrusion Detection/Prevention System

+ Proxy



  

Perfect Marriage???



  

Assumptions

+ Human makes no mistakes

+ IDPS is not aftermath technology and it 
   understand every single application in your  
   network

But if these assumptions are correct, it is good news 
because we all will become jobless professionals instead 
of security professionals and you won't see all these 
jokers giving talk here (and you won't be here too!)



  

Now what?

+ We concern about structured threats

+ Firewall and IDPS are both in place but still not 
   enough

+ We need a way to handle all kind of alerts

+ We need better approach to go beyond 
   prevention and detection, which is monitoring!

 



  

Network Security Monitoring

[NSM]



  

Definition

The collection, analysis and escalation of  
indications and warnings(I&W) to detect and 
respond to intrusions

It relies on four forms of traffic centric data



  



  

Statistical Data Set

+ Network traffic aggregation

+ Network Protocol breakdown 

+ Large scale event detection

+ Macro and outline view of network event



  

Alert Data Set

+ Micro network event identification 

+ Contextual based on signature or anomaly 
   detection techniques

+ Produce false positive and negative



  

Session Data Set

+ Network connection record between two end 
   points

+ Content neutral as it doesn't understand 
   application layer

+ Compact format

+ Retrospective network event tracing



  

Full Content Data Set

+ Every single bit of network traffic

+ High granularity

+ Expensive but forensically sound

+ Law restriction



  



  

NSM Challenge



  

Data Interpretation Level

Alert Low

Statistical Intermediate

Session High

Full Content Great



  



  

Full Interpretation Killer

+ Fragmentation

+ Compression

+ Encoding

+ Obfuscation

+ Encryption



  

NSM Key  

NSM is created by analyst, for analyst

We truly believe packet/stream based detection 
can't fully understand the whole application 
window.

Even with all the available data, the main 
component is the competent network security 
analyst who can perform full interpretation.



  

Learning NSM Operation In 
Single Slide



  



  

NSM OSS

+ Sguil

+ InstantNSM

+ Squert

+ HeX System

+ NSM Console



  

HeX System



  

Direction

+ Based on FreeBSD 6.2 Stable

+ Open Source

+ LiveCD Platform

+ Network Security Monitoring

+ Network Based Forensics

+ Network Security Analyst Workstation



  

Why another liveCD based 
system?



  

Security Centric LiveCD

+ Backtrack LiveCD (Penetration/Hacking Based)

+ Owasp LiveCD (Application Pentest Based)

+ Helix LiveCD (File System & Memory Forensics 
   Based) 
   
+ HeX LiveCD (Network Security Monitoring & 
   Network Based Forensics Based)



  

Concept

+ Simple and Clean

+ Quick Access

+ Well defined Categories

+ Necessity

+ Designed by analyst, for analyst



  

Workspaces
+ WorkaholiC
Normal working environment for web browsing, email and RSS 
reading plus other common daily tasks

+ AnalyzT
Workspace to perform security analysis, all the NSM based tools 
will be loaded on this workspace

+ HackeR
Workspace to perform network hacking, all the network hacking 
tools will be launched at this workspace and you can learn about 
packet crafting here

+ WankeR
Do whatever you want in this workspace, usually instant 
messaging programs will be launched here
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Usage

+ Debug your daily network operation issue

+ Perform proactive or reactive network security 
   operation

+ Execute network based forensics operation

+ Learn or study network protocols

And many more .....



  

Seeing is Believing .....



  

Packet Crafting



  

Traffic Monitoring



  

Traffic Visualization



  

Packet Analysis



  

Demo



  

HeX Future

+ Analyst helper & assistant
- browser bookmarks(whois, domain query site)
- security rss feeds

+ More network traffic analysis scripts

+ More fl0ps, pads & tcpXtract signatures

+ Analysis result output in html

+ Unionfs integration in future  

+ Might be replaced by finstall* in future  Hex LiveCD



  

NSM Console



  

Design

+ Post processing centric

+ Modular base

+ Flexible packet analysis with application aware 
 environment

+ Semi auto mode

 



  



  

Demo



  

NSMC Future

+ More interactive operating environment

+ Create more modules

+ Support correlation

+ Support multiple stages and sequential analysis



  

Important

+ NSM Concept is flexible to be applied

+ You are not bounded to any software or 
   hardware restriction

+ You have alternatives

+ You can improve it over time

+ Enterprise network integration can be done 
   easily



  

Reference

+ http://taosecurity.blogspot.com

+ http://www.vorant.com/nsmwiki/Main_Page

+ http://geek00l.blogspot.com

+ http://security.org.my

+ http://writequit.org

http://taosecurity.blogspot.com/
http://www.vorant.com/nsmwiki/Main_Page
http://geek00l.blogspot.com/
http://security.org.my/
http://writequit.org/


  

Credits

+ raWPacket Development Team

+ NSM Community 

+ Richard Bejtlich(taosecurity)



  

Q & A



  

Contacts

+ Meling Mudin [Spoonfork]

mel@hackinthebox.org

+ C.S.Lee [geek00L]

geek00l@gmail.com

mailto:mel@hackinthebox.org
mailto:geek00l@gmail.com


  

Thanks (;])


